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That is the message the New Zealand 
thoroughbred industry should be 
giving its stakeholders.

We all know that the industry is 
going through a challenging period 
but the struggles facing many of our 
stakeholders are due in part to an 
era of unprecedented change and 
a succession of significant industry 
disruptors.

It is not an easy environment for 
any racing administrators. They are 
up against headwinds that previous 
generations could not have even 
envisaged.

An industry that was once free from 
competition, with a captive and 
enthusiastic audience, rarely required 
much in the form of strategic planning 
from its administrators.

There was little incentive to future-
proof the industry as punters poured 
their money through the totalisator 
which returned a set - and healthy - 
margin. New Zealand racing was able 
to thrive, within a domestic bubble.

But societal changes outside the 
industry and mammoth changes within 
have meant that the returns that were 
once guaranteed are now much harder 
to achieve.

Betting margins and returns from 
non-betting activities are now a more 
reliable indication of financial progress 
than the gross turnover figure.

As with newspapers, test cricket, 
and country pubs, racing’s place in 
the minds of New Zealanders is no 
longer assured and the industry is 
under pressure from domestic and 
international competitors.
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It is not alone in that regard in the 
sporting world but the New Zealand 
racing industry does not have the 
huge income from broadcasting rights 
that has sustained many other sports 
codes.

A lack of scale has also made it 
difficult for the TAB to compete 
against bigger international 
competitors.

It has taken time for the industry to 
adjust to the unfamiliar environment 
but we are making progress.

During my six years as CEO of New 
Zealand Thoroughbred Racing, it 
has generally been a case of making 
incremental improvements whilst 
progressing the development of 
more significant industry-changing 
pathways.

The announcement in February 
that the minimum stake for the 
thoroughbred code would be raised 
to $10,000 from March 1 was evidence 
that NZTR has faith that the industry 
can make substantial progress.

“We have to have confidence in our 
future,” NZTR chairman Alan Jackson 
said when announcing the rise in the 
minimum stake.

“The Government has also indicated 
that Race Fields legislation will be 
introduced to Parliament before it rises 
for the upcoming general election and 
the New Zealand Racing Board (NZRB) 
has stated it is considering further 
moves at their March Board meeting, 
on top of the gaming fund distribution 
it has already announced.”

BY  GREG PURCELL

Race Fields legislation is one of a 
number of potential ‘game changers’ 
for our sport. Racing Victoria received 
$139.9 million from Race Fields fees in 
the 2015-16 season, which accounted 
for more than 40 per cent of the total 
wagering revenue.

Taxation changes and Race Fields fees 
have played a large part in allowing Racing 
New South Wales to increase stakes from 
$119m in 2012 to $204m in 2016.

Greg Purcell NZTR CEO
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2017 
SCHOLARSHIP 
WINNERS
Cameron Ring is enjoying the start of the 
breeding season at the Irish National Stud.

Lance Forbes arrives at Cheveley Stud  
in the U.K.

To read the students blogs, visit our website  
www.nzthoroughbred.co.nz/blog.

We cannot hope to match those figures in New Zealand but they 
do indicate both how quickly and how significantly things can 
improve.

NZTR has made solid progress in a number of areas.

Other strategies with the potential to significantly increase 
returns to the New Zealand industry include expanding New 
Zealand’s market presence in Australia, protecting our intellectual 
property and working with the NZRB to lift the code distributions.

During my period as CEO we have been able to increase 
aggregate and average prize money funding each season, with 
the minimum prize money increasing from $5000 to $10,000.

There have been significant improvements in stakes at Saturday 
Feature meetings, The rating 65 races at these meetings have 
risen from a top minimum stake of $13,000 in 2011 to $20,000, 
the rating 75 races to $22,500 and the open handicaps have 
increased from $20,000 to $30,000.

Factor in the 41 Premier and Iconic meetings over the season and 
the better horses are getting a chance to race for better stakes.

We also have more horses racing on our better tracks, without 
sacrificing the community meetings.

The average field size for the 2015-16 season was 10.64, which 
is superior to the figures for both metropolitan and provincial 
meetings in New South Wales.

Race programming and handicapping is another area in which we 
have made genuine progress. Both subjects, by their nature, are 
always likely to attract criticism, but I have no doubt that there is 
much greater consistency in our handicapping now and greater 
flexibility in our programming.

Making changes to the racing calendar, which for decades rarely 
altered, is a more complex assignment than many realise, but 
there are further changes in the pipeline.

Maintaining and improving the quality of our major tracks, 
including NZTR direct support for track renovation projects, 
requires significant investment but is a vital cog in ensuring that 
our racing product remains attractive.

Increasing the ownership base will be the primary focus of our 
marketing strategy this year.

NZTR has also worked hard on maintaining the stakes and 
incentives for our major staying races, regardless of their Group 
rating.

If our breeding industry is to maintain a reputation for producing 
stayers, it is important that we provide opportunities for those 
horses and it was heartening to see a good number of emerging 
young stayers in the 2017 Auckland Cup.

NZTR has also provided incentives for owners to race fillies and 
mares, and the percentage of female starters for the current 
season, to February 28, was 49.16 per cent, which was ahead of 
last year and above our target figure.
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The NZERF Massey Scholarships for final year Veterinary Students in 
2017 have been awarded to Tara Gower, Krystal Grant & Heather Scott

Tara’s enthusiasm for horses began as a child with caring for and 
riding the family ponies and flourished to schooling and competing off 
the track thoroughbreds.  She enjoyed competitive eventing while at 
Secondary School and now takes a keen interest in the New Zealand 
eventing team’s international endeavours. Since 2010 Tara has worked 
in the X-ray repository at the New Zealand Bloodstock’s sales. Whilst at 
Massey Tara has been working part time at Wellfield Stud.

Heather Scott is from North Canterbury and has always had a great 
passion for working with horses which stems from her childhood horse 
riding and competing, as well as owning and caring for her own pony. 
Recently, she has trained her own riding horse, and played equestrian 
polo. Her main interests in the equine industry are a combination of 
horse riding, training and equine medicine. Heather’s work experience 
includes a three month summer working position at Rangiora Equine 
Services

Getting her own pony at 13 was the start for Krystal Grant’s interest 
in horses and she has thoroughly enjoyed both her riding and diverse 
equine experiences. Although she grew up on a small lifestyle block 
in the Western Bay of Plenty, Krystal has spent summer breaks in the 
Waikato, and Canterbury working 
on equine stud farms including 
Wai-Eyre Farm.

Chair of the NZERF Massey 
Scholarship Committee Tim 
Pearce in congratulating the 
scholarship recipients commented, 
“we had a number of quality 
applications this year and wish all 
those pursuing a career in equine 
studies all the best in their final 
year studies.”

The NZERF Massey Scholarship is 
available to final year Veterinary 
students studying full time. 
Criteria for assessment include 
academic record, curriculum vitae, 
referee reports, application essay 
and demonstration of a particular 
interest in horses. 

BEN BATEMAN
NZERF is proud to award the 2016 Young 
Achiever Award to Ben Bateman of 
Palmerston North. 

Ben has been working in the field of farriery 
for the past four years, having completed his 
apprenticeship with the Equine Lameness 
Prevention Organisation (ELPO). Currently 
there are only two ELPO certified farriers in 
New Zealand.

In fact  Ben has a Bachelor of Science 
degree from Massey also ( double majoring 
in Physiology and Animal Science). This is 
additional to his 20 years of riding experience 
as a competitive eventer and show jumper ( 
with two national titles under his belt). 

Ben aims to spend his award on gaining 
further experience in England with Total 
Foot Protection Ltd ( a branch of ELPO) 
then 2 weeks in Colorado sitting instructor/ 
examiner certification exams.

His goals include training more farriers in 
ELPO methods as well as running seminars 
and educational events.  He has a full client 
list at present and we anticipate he will be 
a name to watch for in educational circles 
among farriers of the future. 

NZERF are very grateful to Kevin Hickman 
of Valachi Downs thoroughbred stud for his 
unstinting support. 

DR BARBARA HUNTER
The Jonathan Hope Equine Veterinarian 
Scholarship for 2016 has been proudly 
awarded by NZERF to Dr. Barbara Hunter, 
Registered Specialist in Equine Surgery at 
Matamata Vet Services. 

Barbara will put her award to good use to 
further her already impressive resume.

Her plan is to pursue a 2 week externship 
with the Imaging department at the Sydney 
University Teaching Hospital in addition to a 2 
week externship at Ballarat Equine Veterinary 
Practice.

Her specific areas of training will be in 
advanced equine ultrasound, MRI and nuclear 
scintigraphy. 

On top of this Barbara will be studying for 
and writing a membership exam for the 
Australia New Zealand College of Veterinary 
Scientists Large Animal Radiology. 

We wish Barbara every success in her 
endeavour and are proud to have such skilled 
and motivated veterinarians in the country - 
leaders of the future. 

NZERF is indebted to Dr Jonathan Hope for 
funding this scholarship. What a great new 
opportunity it presents to keep NZ at the 
forefront of equine veterinary medicine and 
surgery internationally.

2017 EQUINE RESEARCH 
FOUNDATION 
SCHOLARSHIPS

Noel A. Power MVB (NZERF Board Member)  
Box 10373, Hamilton. 
Tel. No : 07 8492963 
Mobile Ph. No : 027 2862126 
www.nzerf.co.nzKrystal Grant Tara Gower

Heather Scott
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The Group One three-year-old blue 
riband race the Vodafone New 
Zealand Derby was this month taken 
out in fine style  by Gingernuts 
(Iffraa[GB]-Double Elle).

On the back of a super impressive 
Avondale Guineas win, where he 
blew the start, the Iffraaj gelding 
showed that he was all class beating 
Rising Red (Redwood[GB]- Diva In 
Red[AUS]) by a length with a further 
two and a half lengths back to Jon 
Snow (Iffraaj[GB]-Orinda) in third.

Gingernuts who is raced by the 
Te Akau Gingernuts Syndicate has 
only had seven lifetime starts.  He 
was second in his first start at two 
and backed that up with a win at 
Hastings in May. He was spelled and 
returned to the racetrack at the end 
of December 2016 where he finished 
fourth. A miss followed that run and 
then a form reversal with a win in late 
January at Te Teko over 1600 metres. 
He continued to improve and won the 

WILLIAM FELL’S 
GOODWOOD STUD BREEDS 
THE DERBY WINNER

Group Two Avondale Guineas, and 
was then late nominated for the Derby 
which he dually won with ease.

“I remember Gingernuts as a young 
horse, he was always a nice horse, and 
it certainly makes this business seem 
worthwhile when you see them win 
the Derby like that,” said William Fell 
of Goodwood Stud, the breeders of 
the horse. 

Goodwood Stud was established by 
William with his late father Rex in 
2007. Prior to going into business with 
his son, Rex had enjoyed a 45 year 
partnership with his brother Gerald in 
the famous nursey Fairdale Stud. And 
like his late father, William is a very 
personable young man with a passion 
for breeding horses.

Double Elle the dam of Gingernuts 
was originally bred at Fairdale Stud, 
she is by Generous(GB) out of the 
Oregon(USA) mare Timberland Lass. 
Timberland Lass was by Oregon(USA) 
from Windrift an unraced Sir 

Tristram(IRE) mare out of Bob Steads 
fabulous Oaks winning mare Devante 
(Sobig-Skylit). Windrift is a three-
quarter sister to the Oaks winner 
Trappings (by Grosvenor) and a 
half-sister to  Record Breaker (Taipan 
II[USA]). Devante is a half-sister to 
the dams of the Group One winners 
Leggings, She’s Fun and Sound 
Horizon.  This is the fabulous family of 
the Hall of Fame mare Eulogy(GB).

 “Double Elle raced from Chris Waller’s 
stable when he first went to Sydney 
and won 3 of her 5 wins there. When 
we split the farms we got her in the 
wash up, but unfortunately she was 
one of the mares we decided to sell at 
a dispersal a couple of years ago. 

“She was in foal with a full relation to 
Gingernuts as well, it always seems to 
happen when you sell a mare, but we 
made a decision and we are delighted 
that she has done the job. We have 
a share in Iffraaj and are equally 
delighted for the team at Haunui Farm.

Iffraaj’s class of 2013 of which 
Gingernuts is one, also features the 
Karaka Million winner Xiong Feng, and 
Group One Diamond Stakes runner-up 
Wyndspelle, who at three has gone 
on to add the Waikato Guineas to 
his credentials.  The Soultaker was a 
Stakes winner at two who trained on 
to claim the Bonecrusher Stakes at 
three before being sold to Hong Kong, 
whilst Jon Snow has been one of the 
most consistent three-year-olds of the 
season placed in both the Hawkes Bay 
and Avondale Guineas and the Levin 
Classic before his impressive Derby 
performance this past weekend.

Iffraaj will return to Haunui Farm 
in 2017 and will once again serve a 
limited book of 100 mares. His stud fee 
has not yet been set.

Double Elle was purchased by 
Taranaki/Whanganui NZTBA 
branch member Chris Thompson 
for $3,000, from the 2014 Winter 
Mixed Bloodstock Sale.  The Taranaki 
businessman  had decided to invest in 
a couple of broodmares to boost his 
thoroughbred interests.

He had been involved with 
thoroughbreds for about 35 years, 
breeding and racing a few and on 
selling them out of Alan Sharrock’s 
stable in New Plymouth, trading under 
the banner of Kaipikari Thoroughbreds 
from his Urenui property.  With 
the desire to breed a few more he 
purchased four broodmares, and as 
it has turned out two of those mares 
had sons running in the 2017 Vodafone 
New Zealand Derby, Gingernuts 
(Iffraaj[GB]-Double Elle) and Excalibur 
(Tavistock-Strabelle).

The Te Akau Ginernuts Syndicate celebrate their NZ Derby success.
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“I feel a bit blessed, who would have thought at the time I 
bought those mares that they would have ended up with 
Derby runners in the same year?  After 35 years of being 
involved in thoroughbreds it’s a dream come true. 

“I was fortunate enough to be with the Gingernuts 
syndicate members at Ellerslie to watch the Derby, Te Akau 
certainly do a good job looking after their syndicates. We 
all know how tough it is out there, I am just so thrilled for 
them all.

“The whole reason I made the decision to stop breeding 
initially was because of the poor returns, and that was 
when I made the decision to go and try to buy mares 
that had an upside with foals on the ground, from stud 
dispersals, and as it has turned out it is actually a very cost 
effective way of breeding.”

Thompson paid $2,000 for Strabelle, a winning Stravinsky 
mare who had already left a winner in The Cannon (by 
Keeper[AUS]), after she was passed in at the National 
Mixed Broodmare Sale. She was carrying a positive test to 
Tavistock. 

Strabelle is out of the Zabeel mare Big Belle, herself a half-
sister to the dual Group One winner Wonder Dancer, both 
being out of Heavenly Belle a daughter of the mighty Star 
Belle. 

She subsequently produced an outstanding bay colt to 
Tavistock, and in the 2014-15 racing season Tavistock 
started to make his presence felt, and by the end of the 
following season 2015-16 he had left two Derby winners 
in Tarzino and Tavago, the latter being bred on the same 
cross out of a Stravinsky mare out of a Zabeel mare. 
Unfortunately for Thompson, he didn’t breed another foal 
out of Strabelle and she has since died.

Later that year Thompson attended the Winter Bloodstock 
sale and purchased Double Elle for $3,000, from a 
Goodwood Stud dispersal.

“I bought Double Elle in foal to Iffraaj, when Gingernuts 
was just a yearling, and she subsequently foaled a full 
brother, who I sold on Gavelhouse last year for $90,000 to 
Te Akau as well.  He is not unlike Gingernuts physically, but 
according to Jamie Richards (part-trainer of Gingernuts) he 
is more forward than Gingernuts was at the same stage.

“He has had a few trials and will be an autumn two-year-old 
like Gingernuts was. He is a lovely horse and I have kept a 
10% share in him which I am quite excited about.

“When I bought Double Elle she hadn’t left anything, and 
then Runway(by Pins) came out and won a couple and 
earlier this season Rideitlikeustoleit (by Alamosa) came out 
and won three races and he looks like he will go on with it 
too.”

“Double Elle has a beautiful Jakkalberry(GB) filly foal at 
foot, she is a lovely bay, not a chestnut like Gingernuts 
and Griffin, and she is back in foal to Jakkalberry but 
that foal belongs to Luigi Muollo, who owns Novarra Park 
where Jakkalberry (GB) stands.   “Luigi has been really 
helpful to me and I am glad that he is getting the next 
Jakkalberry foal that the mare is carrying. There are some 
fantastic people in the game and if there weren’t we 
wouldn’t be in at all now,” he said.  “I guess now I will have 
to think seriously about sending the mare back to Iffraaj, 
she is sixteen now and may not have that many more 
opportunities. Since the Derby she has been getting the kid 
gloves treatment, I go down and check on her about five 
times a day.”

On the back of his sales successes Thompson went back to 
the Mixed Bloodstock Sale last year and purchased another 
mare, which he has also sent to Jakkalberry.  For $4,500 
he purchased the Tobougg(IRE) mare That There’s It(AUS), 
out of All Imagination a Stakes winning three-quarter 
sister to Better Loosen Up. She has produced a winner in 
Mareeba to Street Sense(USA) and has produced three 
Shocking(AUS) foals, and was in foal to Reliable Man(GB).  
“I was at the Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe when Dalakhani 
won, and that was a real eye-opener for me I just loved him, 
so I thought when Reliable Man came here that I had to get 
myself one of those foals. The mare has produced a lovely 
colt by him, I am thrilled with it.”

Despite the fact that Thompson is now hands on with his 
horses he had no experience as a youngster. Growing up 
in Taranaki his hard-working parents didn’t have a car let 
alone a horse, but would always have a fifty cent double or 
to at the weekends.   “I was number six child of seven so I 
spent a lot of time with my grandfather. He took me to the 
1972 Wellington Cup the day Simon de Montfort won and 
paid $118, and I can remember a couple of guys behind me 
in the stand cheering for him and being really excited after 
he had won. And I thought I want to be part of that,” he 
recalled.  “And years later I got involved with some rugby 
mates and we raced Witticism (Imperial Seal[GB]-Tears), 
she won four races, and I was hooked. I bought her off the 
syndicate and bred from her and sold some nice young 
horses out of her up into Asia. And now I own the dam of a 
Derby winner.”

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Nominate your yearling filly for the  
NZB Insurance Pearl Series 2017 

 
• Bonuses over 2YO, 3YO, 4YO seasons 
• Three levels of Bonuses: $8,000, $11,500 and 
$20,000 

• Open to all fillies of the 2015 Foal Crop  
(2016 yearlings) 

• Payout to owners, trainers and nominators 
• No limit to number of Bonuses which can be 
won 

• Bonuses paid regardless of number of starters 
• Entry Fee $1,380 (incl gst) per filly close 31 July 
2017 

• 2017 South Island Yearling Sale entrants @ $920 
(incl gst) close 5 May 2017 

 

All Enquiries to: 
Nicola Griffiths 
New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association 
Ph:  07 827 7727    Pearl Hotline:  0508 222 202 
Website: www.nzthoroughbred.co.nz 
Email nicola@nzthoroughbred.co.nz 
	  

FINAL E
NTRIES
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Footnote: Gingernuts (NZ) adds the ATC Rosehill Guineas 
(GR1) 18/3/17.
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The NZTBA Council met recently with David Archer and Jess 
Innes, and agreed to partner with FastTrack to produce funds 
for the Association and for increased race stakes in New 
Zealand.  The Council encourages members to consider the 
benefits FastTrack can bring to you as a Breeder and to the 
racing industry by way of increased race stakes. 

FastTrack Insurance, is a formal legal partnership between 
the NZTR and leading insurance broking and marketing firm 
BrokerWeb Risk Services, and promises to produce significant 
monies in the years ahead to be used to increase race stakes, 
this aim and intention being what inspired David Archer to 
initially develop the FastTrack Insurance initiative. 

FastTrack is owned predominantly by the NZTR.  It is not just 
another insurance offering.  It not only promises to produce 
significant monies to increase race stakes in New Zealand, but 
also to develop a valuable asset for the racing industry.

An initial base has been established which is growing steadily, 
and in only 12 months it has many of the sport’s highest-profiled 
people insuring with it, with the likes of trainers such as Graham 
Richardson, Lance O’Sullivan, Paul O’Sullivan and Ken Kelso, 
breeders and studs like Kevin Pratt/Kamada Park, Rick Williams, 
Bradbury Park and Maara Grange, Jockeys like Mark Du Plessis, 
Opie Bosson, Noel Harris and Leith Innes, racing personalities 
like Maryanne & George Simon and Club Executives like Tim 
Mills of the Canterbury Jockey Club, Casey Hobbs of Taranaki, to 
name just a few, with a number of similar leading personalities 
promising to insure with FastTrack in the coming 12 months.

FastTrack is already producing monies for additional race stakes, 
as shown by number of $5000 bonus races sponsored recently 
at Hawke’s Bay, and at Canterbury and Wingatui in the South 
(where two $2500k bonus races were held), with numerous 
other clubs in the pipeline, evidence that a truly New Zealand-
wide promotion is working, at a time we all know it is absolutely 
essential we increase race stakes, but FastTrack will only reach 
its true potential if those of us who love horse racing get behind 
it, and we as the Breeders need to do just that.

Even the most fervent of racing supporters have wanted to 
know that FastTrack is here to stay, before participating, and 
that is natural, and FastTrack as a result will grow slowly over 
time, but significantly, and it is exciting to see the recent arrival 
of “FastTrack added stakes” – races, testament to FastTrack 
being entrenched and achieving its objective of supporting race 
stake increases, and confirming that FastTrack is here to stay. 

It is apparent with FastTrack, that there is no other initiative 
known that can come close to matching the potential of 
FastTrack insurance in its ability to increase race stakes for the 
Racing Industry, and most importantly, like no other promotion 
can do, FastTrack brings a unique benefit to racing in that 
insurance is a renewable resource, and once established sharing 
in insurance revenues brings a reliable renewable revenue stream 
to racing that will provide repetitive funds for stakes consistently 
year after year.  

FastTrack is similarly partnering with other industry bodies like 
us, and with individual racing clubs throughout the country to 
gain best access to local communities who want to support their 
local race track. 

FastTrack understands that not everyone can or will insure 
with FastTrack; established insurance relationships will prevent 
a percentage of the racing public changing their insurances 
to FastTrack, and that is understood, but FastTrack does not 
need everyone involved in racing to insure with it to reach its 
potential, FastTrack only needs a percentage of the lovers of 
racing, or those who depend on it for our livelihood, to support 

NZTBA WELCOMES FASTTRACK TO OUR 
FAMILY OF PARTNERS

it by placing insurances with FastTrack when the time is right for 
them personally to do so.

Talking with David however, he emphasises that every single 
insurance placement counts, no matter how small, as a 
percentage of every premium dollar is paid to FastTrack for 
increasing race stakes, and as individuals we can support racing 
meaningfully by placing even limited insurances with FastTrack. 

So Fast Track will make contact with our members, in part to 
ask for your support in “spreading the Gospel” of FastTrack, 
to your own staff, to your friends, to those you know in racing, 
even if you are personally unable to move your insurances to 
FastTrack, that as FastTrack say is understood. 

FastTrack was originally promoted to the general public to 
insure personal assets like houses, contents, personal effects, 
cars, boats, etc, but there has been a keen support by the racing 
public to bring virtually all forms of insurance, to FastTrack, 
domestic, farming, and commercial, and FastTrack is able to 
quote for and manage any form of insurance, so it is encouraged 
that the lovers of racing make contact with FastTrack when any 
form of insurance comes up for review.  

FastTrack is promoted on the basis “if you are a lover of racing, 
and FastTrack can match or better your current premium and 
coverage, then come to FastTrack for the sake of racing”, and 
FastTrack confirms that it has many examples of people insuring 
with FastTrack who as a result now enjoy vastly improved 
coverage at lower prices.  FastTrack cannot always be the 
cheapest, but it is finding the ability to be competitive over 90% 
of the time they are approached to quote, but they reiterate, 

Contact: 0800 722 369   www.fasttrackinsurance.co.nz
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Call us on 0800 655 566 or visit www.magnum.co.nz New Zealand agents for Horserail and Hotcote

Stables  
Custom, made to Measure

even if FastTrack can only match existing 
premiums, but for wider coverage, 
why wouldn’t a lover of racing move to 
FastTrack.  FastTrack has huge potential, 
but it will only reach its true potential if 
those of us who love horse racing do get 
behind it.

There is no downside in giving FastTrack 
a go.

FastTrack, as a new promotion, has 
elements that are worth explaining:

FastTrack is not just another insurance 
company promotion; it is an industry-
owned initiative, and a growing asset for 
the industry

FastTrack can provide all your asset 
insurances, home, contents, vehicle, farm 
and commercial

FastTrack does not represent a single 
insurance company, which is the case 
with most insurance promotions we see 
on television, etc, where the insurance 
company offering is limited to the 
products of just the one insurer; not so 
with FastTrack, which is managed by 
one of New Zealand’s largest insurance 
broking firms, BrokerWeb Risk Services 
Limited (“BWRS”), and is able to source 
insurance products from a wide range 
of leading insurance markets, so that 
competitive terms will not only be 
secured initially, but maintained in the 
years ahead, noting that FastTrack only 
deals with market-leading insurers who 
offer acceptable financial security

local service is available, as BWRS as the 
FastTrack partner has offices throughout 
the country, and through that national 
network FastTrack is able to access 
regional service teams from the top 
of the north to the deep south, and 
sustain professional advice and claims 
management as elements of an ongoing 

service; FastTrack clients are not left 
to their own devices when it is time to 
negotiate with insurers in regard to claims 
or any other insurance matter; some 
“success stories” are already to hand in 
regard to claim settlements by FastTrack 
that have excited those who have insured 
with it

when coming to FastTrack, one can 
nominate a specific Club or Industry 
Sector they wish to support so that the 
FastTrack funds generated by one’s own 
insurance placement can go directly 
to the Club or Industry Sector one 

nominates, to support “added stake 
races” specifically for that Club or Sector. 

So, FastTrack is saying to all involved 
in racing, those who depend on it for a 
livelihood, those who are suppliers to the 
industry, those who work within it, those 
commercial entities who sponsor races, 
winning owners, members of clubs, and 
just the pure lovers of racing, come to 
FastTrack to support the industry we 
all love so much, and none will be more 
positively affected by an increase in 
race stakes than us as Breeders, so “why 
wouldn’t we”.

For further information or any queries on Dunstan Breed & Grow 
or any of the other quality feeds within the Dunstan range please 
contact Dunstan on  0800 438 678 or dunstan@dunstan.co.nz

DUNSTAN BREED & GROW NUTS

Joints 

• The high-fibre, low GI status of Dunstan Breed & Grow assists in minimising 
the negative effect of insulin on joint and cartilage development. 

• It includes added vitamins and minerals. Including Calcium & Phosphorus to 
promote sound bone and joint development.

Good Health

• Contains Natural Vitamin E, an important antioxidant.

• Includes Mannan Oligosaccharide and Aluminosilicate Clay as nutritional aids 
towards maintaining general digestive physiology for the horse at pasture.

• Includes glycinate organic minerals and Selenium Yeast for optimum 
availability.

Dunstan Breed & Grow Nuts provide a low GI, complete feed 
for Broodmares, Weanlings and Yearlings.  It is formulated 
to optimize both digestive health, and skeletal health in the 
young growing horse.

Digestive health

• Presented as a high-fibre nut, Dunstan Breed & Grow 
helps to ensure good hindgut microflora activity through 
the inclusion of both Lucerne and Meadow Chaff.

• It includes a yeast culture to aid digestion.
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In winning the Listed New Zealand 
Bloodstock Karaka Million race, Melody 
Belle (Commands[AUS]-Meleka Belle) 
became the latest Stakes winner from 
the prolific Stakes winning “Belle” 
family nurtured by the Sarten family 
since 1939

Marie Leicester nee Sarten, is the 
registered breeder of Melody Belle and 
she is proudly carrying on the legacy of 
this amazing family from her late parents 
James and Annie Sarten. Leicester bred 
and raced the dam, Meleka Belle (by 
Iffraaj[GB]), and Melody Belle is her first 
foal. 

“She isn’t the first Melody Belle,” quipped 
Leicester, “the first Melody Belle was 
from Mum’s family and won nine races, 
but she could be as good, as she did 
win at her first start, and was third in the 
Group Two Wakefield Challenge Stakes 
at her next start, now she has won the 
Karaka Million”. 
“I always loved Commands and I felt it 
was a perfect mating for Meleka Belle. 
I send two or three mares to Australia 
each year and sent Meleka Belle there 
for her first mating”.

“Dad always said never count the cost 
of the stallion, the foals all cost the same 
to raise no matter what they are by. If 
you like the mating go for it. So I have 
tried to listen to him and mate my mares 
accordingly”.

“If you look at Meleka Belle’s pedigree, 
her dam line contains the blood of all the 
top stallions in New Zealand. Going back 
to Belle Fox who was by Foxbridge(GB), 
Meleka Belle was out of Empress Belle 
who was by Sir Tristram(IRE), out of 
Imperial Belle who was by Sovereign 
Edition(IRE) who was out of Honey Belle 
by Better Honey(GB) out of Belle Time 
who was by Summertime(GB) out of 
Belle Fox”.

“I select the stallions to mate the mares 

to what I think will suit them, then run 
the pedigrees through to get a Brain 
rating.”

Meleka Belle was the last foal from the 
three race winning mare Empress Belle 
whom Leicester inherited from her 
father James Sarten. Empress Belle left 
11 winners including the Stakes placed 
winners Tsarina Belle, Desert Rain, 
Kiwinsky and Housemaster, she was the 
winner of three races 

Meleka Belle’s second foal, a filly by 
O’Reilly sold for $100,000 out of the 
NZB Select Sale, she has a Not A Single 
Doubt(AUS) filly at foot and is in foal to 
Tavistock.

“I have really fallen in love with the Not A 
Single Doubt filly and if I hadn’t sold the 
O’Reilly filly this year, I would have had 
to part with the Not A Single Doubt filly 
next year. I usually keep a couple of fillies 
each year to keep the family going.”

So where did the Belle family originate 
from? James Sarten and his wife Annie 
were a young farming couple in the 
Taranaki, raising two young children 
Fred and Marie. They grazed a couple 
of mares for a New Plymouth butcher 
George Tremlett.

“Dad was only in his twenties then, he 
grazed the mares, weaned the foals, and 
one year he asked Mr Tremlett where he 
was sending the mares? And Mr Tremlett 
said he had two colts on the ground and 
didn’t know if he was going to mate the 
mare”. 

“He said to Dad, you have looked after 
Belle Star for years, how about you 
use the mare? So he sent the mare 
to Foxbridge(GB), I have the receipt 
at home, he paid 37 pounds and the 
mare didn’t get in foal, so he sent it 
back in 1938 and the mare foaled Belle 
Fox in 1939, the year we moved to the 
Waikato”.

MELODY BELLE CONTINUES THE LEGACY 
OF THE “BELLE” FAMILY

Get your banking advice straight  
from the specialist’s mouth.
As a BNZ Partner, Keith Lunn understands the financial decisions you’re 
faced with because he’s been there himself. So if you’d like to talk equine 
industry banking, Keith is all ears – give him a call.

0800 955 455 bnzpartners.co.nz

building Business builds Community builds Family

BNZ6108 Keith Lunn Press_01.indd   1 20/07/10   5:12 PM

“We had a block of land at Bell Block 
that under the Public Works Act was 
taken for the New Plymouth airport. 
Dad used to ride over to that farm each 
morning and one morning he went over 
and the land had all these pegs laid out 
for the airport extension, so he ripped 
them out and threw them in the river”. 

“The next day when he went back 
a man from the Public Works 
Department was waiting for him, and 
asked him what happened to the pegs. 
Dad pleaded ignorance, and the man 
said I saw you throwing them in the 
river, and served him with a notice 
giving him 24 hours to vacate the land! 
So with two little kids, and all his stock, 
he moved to the Waikato and that was 
huge for them, but they never let up on 
Belle Fox.”

Belle Fox had six foals, her second 
foal was the Railway Handicap winner 
Supreme Court, and her third foal was 
Bella Rosa by Instinct, and that mating 
was selected by Annie Sarten and for 
the Sarten family descendants from 
that line, have become known as Mum’s 
family while the other descendants 
were known as Dad’s family.

The next foal by Summertime(GB) was 
Belle Time and she was the dam of the 
Stakes winners Asgard, Honey Belle, 
Chiming and Son Of Cyrus, as well as 11 
other foals, who between them won 91 
races. This is the family of the current 
Melody Belle who descends from 
Honey Belle.

The first Melody Belle (by Taipan II 
[USA]) descends from the Bella Rosa 
line of Belle Fox, through her dam 
Belle of Ascot (Summertime[GB]- Bella 
Rosa) a full sister to probably the 
most famous member of the family the 
Champion mare, Star Belle. 

Melody Belle won 10 races including 
the then Group Three New Zealand 

Opie Bosson celebrates as Melody 
Belle scores a superb win in the 
Karaka Million.
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Transferring money overseas is a science, not an art. Here’s how to navigate around 
the increasingly cluttered money transfer sector.

MONEY TRANSFERS EXPLAINED

There are countless providers out there able to transfer 
your money overseas, but only a handful offer this crucial 
service as their core offering. OFX is a company that offers 
simple and secure international money transfers online. 
The company’s Head of Asia Pacific, Scott Redmond, 
says the process differs substantially depending on the 
institution used.

It can be a cumbersome space for banking providers, and 
this is often reflected in high fees, poor exchange rates 
and very little service. But companies that focus solely 
on money exchange usually offer competitive exchange 
rates and fees, a friendly online customer interface and 
supportive customer service, Redmond explains.

Established providers aren’t just focused on slick online 
experience at the lowest possible cost. Aside from expert 
knowledge, established providers have an arsenal of 
infrastructure including well established banking networks 
and customer service, he adds. “What this means is that 
the customer can access great rates and low fees, knowing 
that their money will arrive at its destination safely and 
securely,” Redmond says.

Efficiency and flexibility
Melbourne energy efficiency company Shine On 
conducted an internal audit of systems and processes, 
uncovering a far higher cost for international money 
transfers than necessary a few years ago.

Managing director and founder James Johnson says his 
first priority was finding a provider with the best rates. A 
number of unexpected benefits followed. “I didn’t realise 
at the time, but the slow and restrictive payment system 
we used through our bank had been really slowing us 
down,” Johnson says. “Orders weren’t processed until 
payment had been received, and this sometimes took up 
to three days, slowing up production, delivery and then 
installation for our customers.

“Not only this, but we had to give confirmation by 2pm for 
exchanges on any given day, and this was just not always 
possible for our business.” Johnson says.

Switching to OFX offered greater flexibility, with payments 
turned around within 24 hours. Johnson estimates he has 
also saved more than AUD$80,000 on international money 
transfers since switching to OFX four years ago.

Total value

Redmond explains that customers can complete a lump 
sum transfer when timing is critical, however this requires 
them to be comfortable with where the market is trading 
and the value they receive from their provider.

Alternatively, customers can split the transfer amount into 
portions. “This works well for clients who have a modicum 
of time and are keen to take advantage of exchange 
rates at different times,” Redmond says. For example, a 
customer with a transfer requirement of AUD$50,000 
can choose to break this up into parcels of $10,000 by 
booking in separate transfers at various points in time and 
exchange rates.

“In this scenario, the customer will end up with five 
transfers, and while there will invariably be a variety of 
exchange rates across these five transfers, the benefit is 
by not putting all your eggs in one basket, they end up 
with the dollar average of the exchange rates,” Redmond 
says. Whichever you choose, it’s important to note that 
there are few savants in the world of foreign exchange, so 
the likelihood of picking the top of a market subject to so 
many influences is slim.

“To this end, the customer needs to go back to first 
principles and consider whether they are receiving 
good value from their foreign exchange provider across 
exchange rates, fees and services,” he says.

Register now, quote “NZTBA” to claim your FEE FREE transfers today! 

Alternatively you can contact Marcus Phillips directly on +64 9 886 0245 or  
mobile 027 250 9416   marcusphillips@ofx.com  

Thoroughbred Breeders’ Stakes at Te 
Aroha, and she went on to be a good 
producer.

Her illustrious relation Star Belle won 
a race at two and was the champion 
three-year-old of her year. In that 
season in six months she won 10 
races from 18 starts including the New 
Zealand Oaks and the Great Northern 
and Wellington Derbies and finally the 
St Leger. At four she won the Liston, 
Underwood and Craiglee Stakes in 
Melbourne, and she went on to have a 
successful stud career producing five 
winners including the successful sire 
Lord Waverley(Imposing[AUS]), and 
the dams of the champion filly Tri Belle 
and the Group One performer Wonder 
Dancer who was also successful at 
stud.

“It’s such a thrill to get another Stakes 
winner, it’s a family that has kept 
producing winners the whole time. It’s 
always popping up with winners,” she 
added.

This season she mated 11 mares, all 
from the Belle family or from the 
Boardwalk Angel family she bought 
into in 1993. All her bloodstock is now 
kept at Haunui Farm in Karaka.

“I thought I needed another family, and 
I had my eye on Boardwalk Angel. I 
bought her from the Holmes A Court 
dispersal sale. I just loved her, I had 
sold some fillies for good money at 
the sales so I decided to buy her. She 
produced Coogee Walk, and it’s been 
another great family for me”.

“Boardwalk Angel (Bletchingly[AUS]-

Elegant Walk[AUS]) was the winner of 
the Group One Goodwood Handicap, 
and she was in foal to Success 
Express[USA]) when I bought her. That 
foal was Coogee Walk the winner of 
the Group One Railway Handicap who 
in turn is a Stakes producer as the dam 
of Activation (Zabeel) the winner of 
nine races including the Group Three 
MRC Coongy Handicap. Boardwalk 
Angel is also the dam of the Listed 
winner The Big Ask (Bigstone),and 
the Stakes placed Flying West (Flying 
Spur[AUS]).”

With fillies of the calibre of Melody 
Belle, and the two lovely yearlings 
that sold at Karaka, it seems likely that 
“Belle Family” will go on producing 
Stakes winners for ever more. -
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2 GOLDPINE

(0800 2 465374)



•	FREE onsite consultation
•	Extensive knowledge  and experience

•	FREE quotes 
•	Consult, Design and Build service available
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For a FREE ONSITE VISIT and no obligation quote, call today.

DAVID EDGAR
STABLE SPECIALIST
MOB:  027 230 5052

STABLES and CUSTOM FARM BUILDINGS

“In 20 years of horses, I can honestly say this is by far the 
best stable we’ve ever had.”

Russell & Robyn Rogers, Kendayla Park, Cambridge

PRIMA 
PARK
Goldpine and Magnum have 

again collaborated to produce 

a ‘State of the Art’ stable 

complex for the Van Dyk family 

at Mystery Creek.

The ‘Strongbuilt’ Bran was 

designed to the clients’ 

specofocation with 14 loose 

boxes, 4m x 4.5m. The stable 

walls are Magnaclad lined 

and the galv steel fronts have 

Magnaclad infills with rotational 

feed-bins.

The exterior cladding is board 

and batten which has been 

painted black and the shutters 

are stained to create the right 

contrast. Over-all this is a very 

attractive facility.
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The New Zealand Equine Health 
Association (NZEHA Inc) encourages 
each of its member bodies to 
adopt codes as a way to handle 
equine disease outbreaks. Because 
management of diseases already 
in New Zealand is deemed to be 
an industry responsibility the only 
means of implementing controls on 
equine disease outbreaks is for Equine 
industry member organisations to 
endorse and enforce codes for the 
control of equine contagious diseases.

New Zealand is relatively free of many 
of the world’s worse infectious diseases 
but do face ongoing outbreaks of 
disease which can be contained if those 
in charge of horses followed good 
containment measures. In the case the 
two most common problems facing 
horses, Strangles and Equine Herpes 
Virus, NZEHA would recommend horse 
owners always isolate new horses 
coming onto their property for at least 
10 days.

Owners of horses with coughs, colds 
and nervous symptoms should:

Isolate the horse and any horses that 
have had nose-to-nose contact with the 
suspect horse away from other horses 
on the property.

If possible create three groups:

• Infected horses

• Horses that have had close 
contact with the infected 
horses

• Clean horses

Call your veterinary surgeon to make 
a diagnosis. This will generally require 

A TIMELY REMINDER REGARDING THE 
CONTROL OF EQUINE CONTAGIOUS 
DISEASES (INCLUDING STRANGLES AND 
EQUINE HERPES VIRUS)

sampling and the submission of the 
samples for laboratory testing.

Discuss with your veterinary surgeon 
isolation and handling procedures, and 
implement these as quickly as possible. 
Immediate introduction of strict hygiene 
between the groups will reduce the risk 
of spread and the time taken to control 
the outbreak.

Separate the groups by at least 35 
metres.

As few people as possible should handle 
affected horses with application of strict 
hygiene standards.

If possible separate staff for the 
separate groups.

Attend unaffected horses first if 
separate people are not available.

Protective clothing, ideally disposable, 
should be available.

Ensure separate water troughs, 

grooming, cleaning and feeding 
equipment.

Careful disposal of bedding, uneaten 
food and water and in the case 
of abortions foetuses and foetal 
membranes.

Do not allow any horses onto or off the 
property at this time.

Discourage visitors to the property and 
confine pets such as cats and dogs.

Contact the owners of the affected 
horses and owners of other horses on 
the property.

Notify any neighbouring properties 
with horses that you have a suspected 
case of Strangles/Equine Herpes Virus 
associated disease, (rhinopneumonitis, 
abortion or neurological disease) and 
recommend that they check their 
horses.

For strangles a previously infected 
horse can not be confirmed as free 
of strangles until it has had negative 
culture results to 3 consecutive 
nasopharyngeal swabs over a 2 week 
period or an endoscopically guided 
gutteral pouch lavage.

In the case of Herpes virus, infected 
animals should be kept for at least 
4 weeks but there remains the 
potential for ongoing latent infection 
hence quarantine measures must be 
judiciously applied when new horses 
arrive on any property. Owners or 
persons in charge should share 
information of the disease status of 
their property and horses coming in or 
leaving their care to enable appropriate 
and timely disease control measures.

Braithwaite and Pearks Ltd advise bloodstock businesses nationally and internationally 
including Australia, Asia and America.

Rob’s specialist tax knowledge in relation to agribusiness includes being a former member of 
the Chartered Accountants Australia New Zealand Rural Advisory Group and co-authoring 

the CCH publication on Bloodstock Taxation and John Aubrey’s Bloodstock Taxation publication.

They act on behalf of owners and breeders and are a valued partner of the New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association having 
assisted the Association in discussions with Inland Revenue with the objective of clarifying the concessions available to bloodstock owners 
in the NZ tax system.

Services available to bloodstock owners include advice about and preparation and lodgement of the required returns, forms and activity statements for:

• Registration within the NZ tax system

• Identification of income tax obligations and the impact of cross 
border activities

• Goods and Services Tax Returns

• Annual Income Tax returns

• Financial reporting to owners, including syndicated ownership 
structures

• Relationship and communication with Inland Revenue by acting as 
your tax agent

Contact Rob on:     Ph : 07 838 0836      Email : rob.b@bpca.co.nz      Web www.bpca.co.nz 
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NEW ZEALAND THOROUGHBRED BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION
Postal Address: PO Box 1058, Cambridge, 3450 | 47 Alpha Street, Cambridge, 3450
Phone: (07) 827 7727 |  Email: nztba@nzthoroughbred.co.nz | www.nzthoroughbred.co.nz

NZTBA EXECUTIVE STAFF
Michael Martin - Chief Executive  |  M: 021 338 500  |  E: michael@nzthoroughbred.co.nz
Nicola Griffiths - Office Manager  |  M: 021 338 581  |  E: nicola@nzthoroughbred.co.nz  

MICHAEL MARTIN NICOLA GRIFFITHS

“WE APPRECIATE YOUR HELP IN SUPPORTING OUR INDUSTRY PARTNERS WHO SUPPORT US”

All retiring Councillors, except Jo Griffin who resigned as a Central Region Councillor in 
March 2017 following her family’s relocation to Australia, have indicated their availability for 
re-election.
Any financial member may nominate any other financial member for election to any of 
the regional vacancies listed above, provided the nominator and nominee reside in the 
geographic region for which the nomination applies.  

Nominations, which are to be countersigned by the nominee, must be forwarded in writing  to:
 The Chief Executive
 New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ Association
 PO Box 1058
 CAMBRIDGE 3450  Tel: (07) 827 7727
 Email nztba@nzthoroughbred.co.nz

Nominations close at 5pm on Friday 5th May 2017

NORTHERN REGION
The members of council required to retire by rotation are: Nick King, Michelle Saba

       and John Thompson

The member of council continuing in office is:  Vicki Pascoe 

CENTRAL REGION
The member of council required to retire by rotation is: Libby Bleakley 

The member of council continuing in office is:  John Fokerd 

 

SOUTHERN REGION
The member of council required to retire by rotation is: Chris Dennis 

The member of council continuing in office is:  Gus Wigley

STUDMASTER BRANCH
The member of council continuing in office is:  Rodney Schick

NZTBA COUNCIL NOMINATIONS 
2017/2018

Nominations are called for the forthcoming election
of members to the Council


